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Fire on the Hills

1998

fire on the hills is the remarkable story of rochunga pudaite
founder of partnership ministries who has built scores of
christian schools in his native india planted over 300 churches
started a hospital a bible college and a soon to be opened
seminary

God's Tribesman

1974

this is history at its best from jerusalem to irian jaya is readable
informative gripping and above all honest from jerusalem to
irian jaya helps readers understand the life and role of a
missionary through real life examples of missionaries
throughout history we see these men and women as fallible and
human in their failures as well as their successes these great
leaders of missions are presented as real people and not super
saints this second edition covers all 2 000 years of mission history
with a special emphasis on the modern era including chapters
focused on the muslim world third world missions and a
comparison of missions in korea and japan it also contains both a
general and an illustration index where readers can easily locate
particular missionaries stories or incidents new design graphics



photographs and maps help make this a compelling book from
jerusalem to irian jaya is as informative and intriguing as it is
inspiring an invaluable resource for missionaries mission
agencies students and all who are concerned about the spreading
of the gospel throughout the world

Beyond the Next Mountain

1982

history of the north arkansas baptist association volume 2 is a
chronicling of mission history of the churches and their
members reaching out from their own jerusalem located in four
counties in northwest arkansas to the uttermost part of the
world it follows churches and individuals as they go on mission
to meet physical and spiritual needs unmet by a world that is
blind to their cries it contains the life history of fifty six plus
congregations as they grow in number and spirit reaching their
individuals with the claims of discipleship under jesus christ
pastors too are highlighted in the histories of their pilgrimages
in the faith the history is a must read for every believer both to
give encouragement regarding the past mission advance and to
challenge would be missionaries and the churches that support
them



From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya

2011-01-04

jams and jellies are the vehicle we used for spreading the word
about jesus it s a book of inspiration for all who love jesus the
vista grew up in the great depression move away from home
and when they returned home and looked for ways to get
reacquainted with the people in the area with not wanting to
see the fruit go to waste they started to make jams and jellies

A Journey Through Time and Eternity

2006-11

a veteran pastor challenges and motivates churches and their
leaders to radically commit their best resources to the mission of
spreading the gospel worldwide

History of the North Arkansas Baptist
Association

2024-03-27

a survey of the major doctrines of the christian faith simple to
understand life transformational



The Vista Sisters

2019-06-11

born during the great depression and the height of the
modernist fundamentalist controversies paul emanuel larsen
entered pastoral ministries in the late fifties rooted in historical
evangelical theology he embarked on church planting through
expository preaching and evangelism in the mid sixties he also
became politically involved in the civil rights movement for
over twenty seven years he pastored three churches while
pursuing advanced pastoral doctoral studies in 1986 he was
elected president of his denomination the evangelical covenant
church during his twelve years of service he became involved
in both national and international ecumenical affairs for twelve
years he served as chair of the annual meeting of all united
states church leaders this included heads of roman catholic
orthodox mainline protestant and evangelical denominations he
aided his church in its emergence from its swedish immigrant
culture and its efforts to become an ethnically inclusive church
body during his tenure the church grew by more than 50
percent retiring at age sixty five he spent the next twenty
years pursuing evangelization and social justice on behalf of
more than a half billion indian other backward castes and dalits
he was the founding chair of both truthseekers international usa
and the william carey heritage foundation the former worked
among the poorest of the poor while the latter developed the



first indian university accredited evangelical phd in christian
studies this book chronicles the way one pastor has sought to
navigate the harsh ongoing polarizations in theology race and
politics

When Missions Shapes the Mission

2011-06

understand where we came from whether you re an avid
student of the bible or a skeptic of its relevance the book that
made your world will transform your perception of its
influence on virtually every facet of western civilization indian
philosopher vishal mangalwadi reveals the personal motivation
that fueled his own study of the bible and systematically
illustrates how its precepts became the framework for societal
structure throughout the last millennium from politics and
science to academia and technology the bible s sacred copy
became the key that unlocked the western mind through
mangalwadi s wide ranging and fascinating investigation you ll
discover what triggered the west s passion for scientific medical
and technological advancement how the biblical notion of
human dignity informs the west s social structure and how it
intersects with other worldviews how the bible created a fertile
ground for women to find social and economic empowerment
how the bible has uniquely equipped the west to cultivate
compassion human rights prosperity and strong families the role



of the bible in the transformation of education how the modern
literary notion of a hero has been shaped by the bible s
archetypal protagonist journey with mangalwadi as he examines
the origins of a civilization s greatness and the misguided beliefs
that threaten to unravel its progress learn how the bible
transformed the social political and religious institutions that
have sustained western culture for the past millennium and
discover how secular corruption endangers the stability and
longevity of western civilization endorsements this is an
extremely significant piece of work with huge global
implications vishal brings a timely message ravi zacharias author
walking from east to west and beyond opinion in polite society
the mere mention of the bible often introduces a certain
measure of anxiety a serious discussion on the bible can bring
outright contempt therefore it is most refreshing to encounter
this engaging and informed assessment of the bible s profound
impact on the modern world where bloom laments the closing
of the american mind mangalwadi brings a refreshing optimism
stanley mattson founder and president c s lewis foundation
vishal mangalwadi recounts history in very broad strokes
always using his cross cultural perspectives for highlighting the
many benefits of biblical principles in shaping civilization
george marsden professor university of notre dame author
fundamentalism and american culture



Unchanging Truth for Changing Times
(Biblical Doctrines)

2007-02-20

everything you need to effectively defend the truths of the
bible and the beliefs of the christian faith winner of the 2018
ecpa christian book award for bible reference works the truth of
the bible doesn t change but its critics do now with his son sean
mcdowell speaker and author josh mcdowell has updated and
expanded the modern apologetics classic for a new generation
evidence that demands a verdict provides an expansive defense
of christianity s core truths rebuttals to some recent and popular
forms of skepticism and insightful responses to the bible s most
difficult and misused passages it invites readers to bring their
doubts and doesn t shy away from the tough questions topics and
questions are covered in four main parts evidence for the bible
evidence for jesus evidence for the old testament evidence for
truth also included you ll find an introduction about the biblical
mandate to defend one s faith and why our faith is built on facts
a prologue describing why we live in a theistic universe a
closing response to the specific challenges of atheist new
testament scholar bart ehrman two reflections how to know god
personally and he changed my life serving as a go to reference
for even the toughest questions evidence that demands a verdict
continues to encourage and strengthen millions by providing



christians the answers they need to defend their faith against
the harshest critics and skeptics here s a treasure trove of
apologetic gems this is an indispensable book that all christians
should keep within reach lee strobel bestselling author of the
case for christ

Flourishing in a Small Place

2019-07-10

seja você um ávido estudante da bíblia seja um cético quanto a
sua relevância o livro que fez o seu mundo irá transformar a sua
percepção quanto à influência das escrituras sagradas em cada
faceta da civilização ocidental o filósofo indiano vishal
mangalwadi revela a motivação pessoal que impulsionou seu
próprio estudo da bíblia e ilustra sistematicamente como seus
preceitos se tornaram a vase da estrutura social ao longo do
último milênio da política à ciência à academia e à tecnologia a
bíblia tornou se a chave que abriu a mente do ocidente por meio
da investigação abrangente de mangalwadi você descobrirá como
a bíblia preparou o ocidente para cultivar a compaixão os direitos
humanos a prosperidade e famílias estruturadas o papel da bíblia
na transformação da educação econômica e social de mulheres
como a bíblica orienta a estrutura social do ocidente e como ela
está relacionada com outras cosmovisões



The Book that Made Your World

2012-10-24

thousands of north americans have marvelled at the story of
rochunga pudaite the tenacious tribal boy who left the jungles to
translate the bible into his native language as the first hmar
tribesman to break through the barriers of ignorance and
isolation dr pudaite has spearheaded countless efforts to feed
educate and evangelize the world the dime that lasted forever is
a brand new collection of tales from his life experiences the
author relates story after spellbinding story about the adventures
and miracles that have led him through india the british isles
and the united states this book is a warm open testimony of a
man who loves to serve god each true story emphasizes the
strong love and direction of god in his life back cover

Evidence That Demands a Verdict

2017-10-03

what does a person have to believe to be a christian with
hundreds of different denominations and probably thousands of
beliefs are there some essentials that all people must believe in
to be a christian an obvious answer to that is yes what are the
essentials that people must believe in to be a christian the author
answers that question with eight essential beliefs in part 1 part 2



adds eight more believes that are almost essential the third part
of the book lists eight essential practices of christians as you read
question both the author and your own beliefs by searching the
scriptures

Impact of the Missionary Movement in
Manipur

1996

over the past seventy years world vision has grown from a
small missionary agency to the largest christian humanitarian
organization in the world with 40 000 employees offices in
nearly one hundred countries and an annual budget of over 2
billion while founder bob pierce was an evangelist with street
smarts the most recent world vision u s presidents move with
ease between megachurches the boardrooms of fortune 500
companies and the corridors of capitol hill though the
organization has remained decidedly christian it has earned the
reputation as an elite international nongovernmental
organization managed efficiently by professional experts fluent
in the language of both marketing and development god s
internationalists is the first comprehensive study of world vision
or any such religious humanitarian agency in chronicling the
organization s transformation from 1950 to the present david p
king approaches world vision as a lens through which to explore



shifts within post world war ii american evangelicalism as well
as the complexities of faith based humanitarianism chronicling
the evolution of world vision s practices theology rhetoric and
organizational structure king demonstrates how the organization
rearticulated and retained its christian identity even as it
expanded beyond a narrow american evangelical subculture
king s pairing of american evangelicals interactions abroad with
their own evolving identity at home reframes the traditional
narrative of modern american evangelicalism while also
providing the historical context for the current explosion of
evangelical interest in global social engagement by examining
these patterns of change god s internationalists offers a
distinctive angle on the history of religious humanitarianism

O livro que fez o seu mundo

2024-01-01

the essays in the volume are by very established as well as up
coming scholars and the readers will realise the substantial
values of the insights that the pieces contain most anthologies
published carry a great load of articles on fiction writers who
often are already familiar and researched this anthology strikes a
balance between poetry and fiction it focuses upon relatively
unknown poets whose poetry merits serious consideration for
reason either of stylistic parameters or of thematological nemesis
essays on poetry carry comparative historical and formalistic



approaches in relation to distinguished poets like rabindranath
tagore nissim ezekiel and vikram seth the editor s interview
with charu sheel singh is added to bring variety and focus of
perspective to what a creative writer feels about literature in
question

The Dime That Lasted Forever

1985-12

a comprehensive introduction to the religions of the world
analyzed from a christian perspective nelson s illustrated guide
to religions covers more than 200 religions sects and cults most
of them ones the reader might encounter on any given day it is
the most complete and up to date christian guide to world
religions perfect for the student as well as the layperson written
by leading expert in religions james a beverley

Overcoming Christian Pluralism Book 1
Breaking the Deception of Religious
Pluralism

2022-08-01

survey of the pre and post christian culture of the paite people
of manipur india



Essentials and Almost Essentials of
Christianity

2019-06-11

two thirds of the world don t read how can the church reach
them tell me a story is a profound call to the global church to use
storytelling or orality as a primary method for communicating
christ s gospel to the world dennis johnson and joe musser
outline compelling and practical strategies for reaching children
and adults around the world whose primary way of learning is
through hearing oral stories you will be inspired and equipped
to make orality or story telling a part of your ministry in your
neighborhood in your local church and around the world

God's Internationalists

2000

the bhagavata a marvellously illuminative scripture is adored as
the supreme s literary avatara the reading hearing or recitation
of any passage from the bhagavata bestows betterment the
tranalation herein is annotated



Indian English Poetry and Fiction

2009-05-17

despite seclusion the mizo union leaders of mizoram erstwhile
lushai hills had a penchant for the mainstream politics but the
appeal of nehru s liberalism and constitutionalism suffered a set
back because of manipulative assam politics laldenga formed the
mizo national front to establish sovereign mizoram he was
brainwashed by the colonialist forces but his revolt plunged
mizoram into a horrible insurgency causing unprecedented
bloodbath in north east india china and pakistan fished in the
troubled waters the changed international situation however
compelled the mnf supremo to realize his mistake he sought
refuge in the constitutionalism rajiv gandhi gave that
opportunity when mnf abjured violence laldenga became the
legitimate chief minister he was dismissed being betrayed by
his own party men

Nelson's Illustrated Guide to Religions

1994

the book insights of the western missionaries legacy in manipur
especial reference to moyon of south east manipur is an
exposition of the historical social account and missiological
approach carried out by western missionaries and others it also



deals how christianity begins and explores the church history in
manipur and native leaders initiative in church planting

Social, Cultural, Economic & Religious Life
of a Transformed Community

2012-01-01

the anthropological survey of india launched the people of india
project on 2nd october 1985 to generate an anthropological
profile of all communities of india the impact on them of change
and the development process and the links that bring them
together as part of this all india project the ethnographic survey
of all the communities of mizoram was taken up in collaboration
with local scholars under the people of india project these
seventeen communities were studied for the first time in their
cultural biological and linguistic dimensions the results of the
study were discussed at the workshops held at the north eastern
regional centre in shillong an interesting feature of mizoram has
been the consolidation of the mizo people as a political and
territorial entity and the emergence of mizoram as a state the
mizo isation of the tribes or sub tribes within mizoram is a
continuous process another parallel process is the emergence of
the transnational concept of the mizo people the zomi
encompassing the kuki chin peoples living across the
international border the baptist mission in mizoram which



recently celebrated the hundred years of its presence has played
a major role in the westernization and modernization of the
mizos who are now among the most literate people in the
country other interesting feature of the mizoram culture are
clan endogamy the decline of jhum and the mergence of settled
cultivation a vibrant cottage industry linguistic heterogeneity
and the revival of many elements of traditional culture dr k s
singh retired as director general of the anthropological survey of
india dr b b goswami is former joint director anthropological
survey of india north eastern regional centre shillong dr c
nunthrs is reader in sociology north eastern hill university
shillong dr n n sengupta is the state co ordinator for mizoram
and assistant keeper north eastern regional centre shillong

Tell Me a Story

2002

high adventures across earth s most strategic continent result of
15 years of research and writing w harold fuller s latest book
comes out as the world s spotlight swings from the west to asia
third in his sun triad fuller s 12th book reflects 50 years of
editing and writing as well as leading seminars on six continents
fuller was a founding member of the association of evangelicals
of africa vice chair of world evangelical alliance executive
member of evangelical fellowship of canada efc and member of
secretaries of christian communities geneva as well as



correspondent for the christian herald christianity today and
others see also run while the sun is hot 1967 africa and tie down
the sun 1990 south america fuller was editor in chief of african
challenge sim s sim now and several vernacular publications
moody press selected his first travelog run while the sun is hot
for its book of the month club 1968 in 1991 efc awarded first
prize to his second travelog tie down the sun efc s magazine
faith today also awarded fuller its 1996 leslie k tarr award in
recognition of outstanding contribution to the field of christian
writing sun like thunder combines historical research
missiological insight and journalistic skill to impel readers
through asia s revolutionary history and the gospel s
regenerating impact to unwrap asia s mysteries with honesty he
handles such topics as islam cross cultural missions and the far
east s rising competition with the west many surprises
challenge reader preconceptions

The Essence of Hinduism

1994

autobiography of a manipuri statesman and social activist

The Bhagavata

2011



Socio-linguistic Situation in North-East
India

2010

Women's Role in the 20th Century
Manipur

1994

Making of Mizoram

2021-04-10

Insights of the Western Missionaries
Legacy in Manipur

1979

Christianity Today

1999-03



American Book Publishing Record
Cumulative 1998

1971

World Vision Magazine

1992

People of India: Mizoram

1977

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

1989

The Greatest Book Ever Written

1974



The Publishers Weekly

2015-07-15

Sun Like Thunder

1974

Why Hindu Majority?

1982

What Life Has Taught Me

1986

The Book that Set My People Free

1982



Proceedings of the North East India
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